
Enjoy A brazilian

summer during

your winter break!



PUCPR SUMMER INSTITUTE

Our PUCPR Experience Language & Culture Program is offered twice a year during
Brazilian winter (July) and summer (January) terms. The program combines intensive
Portuguese language training with traditional Brazilian cultural activities, as well as
exciting opportunities for travelling. We offer two program options:

US$ 890

PUCPR Experience Language & Culture Program

ABOUT THE PROGRAM

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

30 hours of in-class Portuguese lessons; 
30 hours of cultural activities (capoeira;
dance and cuisine class);
Daytrip to Morretes and Antonina;
Ecotourism in Paraná region;
Trip to Iguazu Falls;
Accommodation at Lira Hotel (quadruple
room and single room option).

 

80 hours of in-class Portuguese lessons;
30h of cultural activities (capoeira; dance
and cuisine class);
Daytrip to Morretes and Antonina;
Ecotourism in Paraná region;
Trip to Iguazu Falls;
Accommodation at Lira Hotel (quadruple
room).

two weeks
January 13th - January 24th  

US$ 1100

four weeks
January 13th - February 7th

payment in REAIS (BRL)

payment in REAIS (BRL)



CULTURAL ACTIVITIES

Learn how to cook a diverse menu,
considering different regions and

Brazilian ingredients. An excellent
opportunity to learn some of the secrets of

the delicious Brazilian culinary tradition.

 
When one think about Carnival, the first

image that comes to mind is the one
celebrated in Brazil - internationally

known for its samba schools, and huge
parades. Prepare yourself to sing along
the original  "marchinhas" and to learn

samba moves and Carnival rhythms!
 

Capoeira mixes martial arts, sports,
popular culture, dance and music.

Developed in Brazil mainly by
descendants of African slaves, it is

characterized by gracious coups and agile
movements that make it very difficult

to distinguish between a fight or a dance! 

Brazilian cuisine

Dance Class

CAPOEIRA



Trips

Day trip to the historical cities of Morretes
(sitting at the slopes of the Sea Mountains)
and Antonina (by the beautiful Paranaguá

Bay). You will have the chance to taste
traditional dishes while being

adventurous!
 
 

The magnificent spectacle of these 275
individual drops has awed

tourists, locals and indigenous inhabitants
for centuries. The falls are

located in the Iguazu River that divides
Brazil (in the state of Paraná) and

Argentina.

morretes and 

antonina

Foz do Iguaçu

Day trip to an ecotourism  park at
the countryside of Paraná. This is
a great opportunity to be closer

to the tropical forest!
 
 

Buraco do Padre and 

Cachoeira da Mariquinha



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

In order to apply, contact us at exchange@pucpr.br 

The application deadline is December 16th  - LIMITED SEATS 

It will be required one copy of the health insurance proof;

Payment (in Reais) upon arrival at PUCPR, by invoice.

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

INTERNATIONAL STUDENT'S TESTIMONIALS

"This program was very good! The Portuguese classes were very
detailed and clarifying, which contributed to the introduction to
this foreign language. Besides  that, we had the chance to take
dance classes with Brazilian students and to travel to other cities
near Curitiba." (Nasna - Université Savoie - Mont Blanc)

"The intensive Portuguese program is an excellent impetus to start the academic exchange. In addition
to learning a new language, I discovered wonderful people, an extraordinary culture with a rich and
moving history." (Aysu - Université Savoie - Mont Blanc)


